section
Potential Bidder Questions
Technical specifications
According to Required services in Appendix A, the
Assessment Strategy Plan shall cover all the relevant areas
as requested by the project – ERW (Earth Works), CW (Civil
Works), TRW (Track Works), SIG (Signalling), E&M
((Electromechanical – TVS (Tunnel Ventilation), FPW (Fire
Protection Works), Emergency Systems and COMM
Required (communication systems), ENE (Electrification), Rolling Stock
Appendix A
services
(if needed) and Integration.
Regarding the ISA for signalling, and based on our
experience, we have assumed that the signalling supplier will
provide the ISA for the specific application of ERTMS and
electronic signalling (Safety Assessment of Specific
Application of ERTMS and Electronic Signalling). Please
confirm our assumption is correct

Section
Potential Bidder Questions
General Terms and Conditions

9.1.2

Please clarify, whether ISR now needs a technical
proposal? What are the expectations of ISR to the
technical proposal (in terms of number of pages, type of
content)?

Answer

It is hereby clarified, that whether or not a current
project has their own internal ISA process, the winning
bidder for that same Tender Project as established in
the tender documents, will still be required to supply
ISA services on the operational and integrative level (all
system interfaces). The final assesment report
submitted by the Winning bidder for the PTO approval
must take into account all other reports.

Answer

It is hereby clarified that the potential bidder is
required to submit a technical proposal which meets
all of the requirements established in the technical
requirements.

Please clarify, if a technical proposal must be submitted
per project?

Please explain the meaning of “Technical
section 11 Specifications”, and where they can be found?
Please clarify the meaning of
Technical Scoring” , and where the definition can be“
found

10.2

.11.6.2

11.3

Section
Agreement

Please clarify, how the unit prices for daily rates will be
used for evaluation purposes, if no number of days are
used as a reference? How will OP be calculate, if A1-C3
are daily rates and DBL is a unit price
.Here an Annex C “Bank account form” is mentioned
?Where can this Annex be found
Given the short deadline for meeting the changs in the
tender, please calrify, whether proposals can be
submitted electronically

Potential Bidder Questions

It is hereby clarified that whether a company has
chose to submit a proposal for 1 project or for all
three of the projects, the bidder is required to submit
a technical proposal for each project in order to
show that for all of the projects the bidder meets the
requirements.
It is hereby clarified that the meaning of Technical
Specification is The scope of work found in
Appendix A, the Technical proposal is not scored,
but rather is used to verify that the parties meet the
requirements.
Bidders are requested to see the amended Tender
Documents.
It is hereby clarified that the prices established in
appendix B, are to be used as a reference. The dialy
rates that shall be supplied shall be used as a
reference for additional works.
Please see attached bank form.
It is hereby clarified that bids may not be submitted
electronically.

Answer

